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Abstract

This paper investigates how non-cognitive skills, e.g., memory, empathy, attention, imagina-
tion, and social skills – measured by personality characteristics – relate to the relative labour
market performance of immigrants. Using the German Socio-Economic Panel (SOEP) and
the Five-Factor Model of personality as a proxy for the non-cognitive skills, we show that
these skills matter for the labour market integration of immigrants in the host country. We
use two comparison benchmarks. Compared to an average native, immigrants’ non-cognitive
skills, e.g., extroversion or emotional stability, can lead to 5–15 percentage points lower life-
time employment probability disadvantage implying faster and better overall integration on
average. Comparing immigrants and natives with the same type and level of non-cognitive
skills suggests that returns of extroversion and openness to experience are higher among
immigrants, leading to 3–5 percentage points lower lifetime employment probability disad-
vantage. These results are robust with respect to self-selection, non-random returns to the
home country, stability of personality, and estimators. Our detailed analysis suggests that
non-cognitive skills (especially extroversion) are substitutes for cognitive skills (e.g., formal
education and training) among low educated immigrants, while there is no significant relative
return of non-cognitive skills among highly educated immigrants.
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1 Introduction

The standard model of economic integration suggests that immigrants’ performance is

a function of host-country specific skills, i.e., cognitive skills, obtained through formal

education in schools and retraining, language acquisition, learning local culture, and

getting information about the local labour market in the host country (e.g., Chiswick,

1978; Borjas, 1999). Immigrants arrive with a particular skill set and then develop

host-country specific skills over time, which can make their labour market outcomes

(e.g., employment probabilities or wages) eventually reach those of comparable natives

(e.g., Bloom and Gunderson, 1991; LaLonde and Topel, 1992; Bauer et al., 2000;

Constant and Zimmermann, 2009). This integration framework focuses mainly on

the cognitive skills and ignores the role of "non-cognitive" aspects of human capital

on the immigrants’ relative labour market performance. Yet, one intriguing question

is whether immigrants’ innate or intrinsic characteristics, for instance, "tendency to

learn the new culture faster" or "tendency to be social", help them to have a better

economic performance in the host country. Indeed, research in social psychology and

more recently in mainstream economics has already yielded promising evidence that

these innate characteristics of individuals, i.e., non-cognitive skills, including memory,

empathy, attention, learning ability, imagination, social skills, and openness to new

cultures among many others, might play important roles in a wide range of individual

economic outcomes (e.g., Groves, 2005; Heckman et al., 2006; Borghans et al., 2008;

Almlund et al., 2011; Becker et al., 2012). To the best of our knowledge, this paper is

among the first to explore whether and how non-cognitive skills help first-generation

immigrants in their integration process and how cognitive and non-cognitive skills

interact as a determinant of immigrants’ labour market success in the host country.

The focus of our analysis is on the employment integration of immigrants over the

life-cycle as a function of their non-cognitive skills. To investigate this, we first bring

together two strands of the literature: the return of non-cognitive skills on the em-

ployment outcomes of individuals (e.g., Heckman et al., 2006; Borghans et al., 2008;

Almlund et al., 2011; Becker et al., 2012) and immigrants’ labour market integration

in a host country (e.g., Chiswick, 1978; Bauer et al., 2000; Constant and Zimmer-

mann, 2009; Constant et al., 2009). Second, we exploit a rich sample of immigrants in

Germany. The integration of immigrants has been an important item on the political

agenda for at least the past 20 years in Germany, where 17% of the population has

an immigration background (e.g., Algan et al., 2010). Previous research has largely
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demonstrated that both first- and second-generation immigrants have performed rel-

atively poorly in the German labour market compared to comparable natives (Algan

et al., 2010; Gathmann and Keller, 2018).1 Thus, it is crucial to unveil the reasons of

the poor economic performance of immigrants by enhancing the standard integration

model. We contribute to these two kinds of literature by investigating how employ-

ment probability integration of immigrants relates to their non-cognitive skills and

whether these skills explain the lifetime employment probability differentials between

immigrants and natives in Germany.

One of the key issues to this study is to proxy non-cognitive skills. We rely on mea-

surements derived from the Five-Factor Model (Big-5 hereafter) (McCrae and Costa,

1994; 1997; 1999), a widely accepted instrument to measure personality at the broadest

level and often applied in the empirical literature as a measure of non-cognitive skills

(see Borghans et al., 2008; Almlund et al., 2011 for reviews). These characteristics are

summarised under the titles of extroversion, emotional stability (reversed neuroticism),

conscientiousness, openness to experience, and agreeableness. The recent literature has

already accumulated a plethora of information on how employment outcomes of indi-

viduals relate to these five major dimensions of innate characteristics.2 For instance,

people who score high on most of these characteristics participate more, have longer

working hours with shorter unemployment durations (e.g., Uysal and Pohlmeier, 2011),

experience lower probability of unemployment (e.g., Wichert and Pohlmeier, 2010; Mo-

hanty, 2010; Uysal et al., 2011; John and Thomsen, 2014), lower state dependence in

unemployment (e.g., Cuesta and Budría, 2012), less frequent workplace deviance (e.g.,

Salgado, 2002), stronger leadership and career success (e.g., Judge et al., 2002), higher

job performance and satisfaction (e.g., Tett et al., 1991; Van den Berg and Feij, 1993;

Li et al., 2010; John and Thomsen, 2014).3

1A large part of the literature relating to immigrants’ integration in Germany focuses on the relative
wages of immigrants (e.g., Pischke 1992; Dustmann, 1993; Bauer and Zimmermann, 1997; Constant
and Massey, 2003). These studies report that immigrants’ wages do not catch up with those of natives.
Bartolucci (2014) finds a 13% wage difference between immigrants and natives using an employer-
employee matching dataset (see also Brenzel and Laible, 2016). A limited literature also finds that
immigrants’ employment probabilities are lower than comparable natives and they experience higher
state dependence on their unemployment (e.g., Kogan, 2004).

2These innate characteristics are also highly related to other outcomes of individuals including pro-
ductivity, earnings, and wages (e.g., Barrick and Mount, 1991; Hurtz and Donovan, 2000; Osborne,
2005; Mueller and Plug, 2006; Heineck and Anger, 2010; Uysal et al., 2011; Cubel et al., 2016), life
satisfaction, and social preferences (e.g., DeNeve and Cooper, 1998; Borghans et al., 2008; Becker et
al., 2012). We note that the analysis offered in this paper can easily be extended to other outcomes,
e.g., for wages or life satisfaction.

3This summary includes papers using only the Big-5 personality characteristics as a measure of non-
cognitive skills. Another group of studies uses "locus of control" and "reciprocity norms" to relate
these aspects of non-cognitive skills with the employment outcomes of individuals (see Heckman et
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Our empirical analysis uses a long panel of immigrants from 1984 to 2013 and three

waves of Big-5 measures collected in Germany (German Socio-Economic-Panel – SOEP).

The econometric strategy is based on estimating employment probabilities as a func-

tion of standard human capital measures (i.e., cognitive skills), year since migration,

arrival cohorts, and observation periods, conditional on all other immigrants’ and na-

tives’ individual, household, and regional characteristics. Then, the model specifica-

tion explores the heterogeneity in the economic integration of immigrants with re-

spect to non-cognitive skills. Using the standard economic ‘integration model’ (e.g.,

Chiswick, 1978), we first explore the benchmark employment probability integration

levels of first-generation immigrants in Germany. Indeed, the result suggests a smooth

textbook-fashion integration process of immigrants in Germany. Immigrants’ initial

(upon arrival or entry to the labour market) employment probability disadvantage in

Germany is about −27.4 percentage points, on average. Immigrants quickly close this

differential during the first years of immigration. Yet, the integration process becomes

steady and slower later: immigrants fully catch up with the employment probability

of comparable natives about 25 to 30 years after arrival. Overall, the mean lifetime

employment probability differential (MLD, "mean lifetime differential" hereafter) esti-

mated through 45 years of immigration experience of an average immigrant in Germany

is about −9.6 percentage points, on average.

We then augment the model by introducing measures of non-cognitive skills in an in-

teraction with the time spent in the host country. We use two comparison benchmarks.

In the first scenario, immigrants with low and high non-cognitive skills are compared

with an average native. The second scenario compares immigrants and natives with

the same type and level of non-cognitive skills. There is a significant role of non-

cognitive skills in the integration process in both comparisons. In the first scenario,

immigrants who score high on extroversion (i.e., higher social skills and frequent social

interactions), emotional stability (i.e., less depression and high life satisfaction), consci-

entiousness (i.e., hard work, self-discipline, and higher competition), and openness to

experience (i.e, valuing arts, aesthetics, and creativity) obtain about a 5–15 percentage

points lower MLD compared to immigrants with a lower level of these skills. This

result implies that immigrants who score high on these skills fully integrate into the

labour market performance of an average native. Comparing immigrants and natives

with the same type and level of non-cognitive skills suggests that only extroversion and,

al., 2006; McGee, 2014; McGee and McGee, 2016). For instance, Heckman et al., (2006) find that
early measures of "self-esteem" and locus of control have a significant effect on employment status
and wages.
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to some extent, openness to experience generate significant differences in the MLD of

immigrants. Immigrants who score high on these non-cognitive skills integrate better

and experience a 3–5 percentage points lower MLD. Finally, the results among the

low- and high-cognitive skilled immigrants and natives unveil that the non-cognitive

skills (mainly extroversion) are substitutes for cognitive skills, as they only operate

among immigrants with the low cognitive skills (i.e., low level of formal education and

training). The results are also highly heterogeneous with respect to gender (driven by

females) and country of origin of immigrants (driven by non-EU immigrants and guest

workers) and robust to self-selection, non-random returns of immigrants, stability of

non-cognitive skills over time, and estimators.

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows: the next section presents the

framework, potential channels, and predictions for each non-cognitive skill. Section 3

gives the data, measurements, and descriptive statistics. Section 4 presents the empir-

ical strategy, identification, and summary measures for lifetime levels of integration.

Section 5 gives the main results, heterogeneity analysis, robustness analysis, and an

investigation of whether cognitive and non-cognitive skills are substitutes or comple-

mentary to each other. Finally, Section 6 concludes.

2 Non-Cognitive Skills, Employment, and Integration

2.1 Framework and Potential Channels

Our economic framework is based on a human capital model enhanced by non-cognitive

skills. The conceptual model assumes that the employment outcomes (d) of immigrants

M and natives N are affected by the cognitive C and non-cognitive skills NCp during

a specific age and year since migration Y SM . Immigrants arrive with a particular

endowment of cognitive ad non-cognitive skills, which they use effectively as the year

since migration increases: dM = fM(AGEM , Y SM,CM , NCM
p × Y SM), where p is

a non-cognitive skill type, e.g., Big-5 personality characteristics. The corresponding

model for the natives is dN = fN(AGEN , CN , NCN
p ). The gap in economic outputs

between comparable immigrants and natives dM −dN is reduced over time as the immi-

grants learn host country-specific cogitive skills and efficiently use their non-cognitive

skill endowment.
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From the decision-makers’ perspective, there are two policy-relevant comparison bench-

marks. The first is to compare the employment outcomes of immigrants with a par-

ticular level of non-cognitive skill to the outcomes of an average native. The second

is to compare the outcomes among immigrants and natives with the same type and

level of each non-cognitive skill. For the first comparison, the aim is to obtain the

absolute return of having a particular level of non-cognitive skill, while the aim with

the second comparison is to measure whether there is a differential or relative return of

non-cognitive skills for immigrants in comparison to a native with the same type and

level of non-cognitive skills. In this study, we conduct an analysis for both comparisons

as they involve different sets of assumptions about how immigrants are self-selected for

immigration in and out of the host country and how immigrants and natives are sorted

by their intrinsic characteristics in the labour market.

Why do non-cognitive skills relate to the relative employment outcomes of immigrants?

As twin studies and cross-cultural analysis show (e.g., Lang et al., 1996; McCrae and

Terracciano, 2005), Big-5 personality characteristics are universal, and they are ex-

pected to affect everyone in the population, including both immigrants and natives.

The returns of non-cognitive skills on the employment probability of immigrants and

natives are also expected to be the same, and there should be no differential effect

on the relative performance of immigrants on average. The heterogeneity in relative

employment probabilities of immigrants by their non-cognitive skills in comparison to

an average native, i.e., absolute return, can be explained with the overall role of these

skills in the wide range of labour market outcomes (e.g., productivity, job satisfaction,

carrier choice, job search, among others), which are investigated by several studies (e.g.,

Borghans et al., 2008; Wichert and Pohlmeier, 2010; Uysal and Pohlmeier, 2011; John

and Thomsen, 2014). Yet, any difference in the outcomes between immigrants and

natives with the same non-cognitive skill level, i.e., relative return, can be further ex-

plained by channels relating to the host country’s labour market-related irregularities,

including the sentiments of native employers, labour market discrimination towards

immigrants by non-cognitive skills, and the inability of some immigrants, as well as

natives, to operationalise their non-cognitive skills in the labour market. Immigrants

who are better able to signal their intrinsic characteristics might be sorted by the native

employers to find a job faster and develop higher levels of host country-specific labour

market skills over time. This might be the case, for instance, when native employers

positively read signals relating to a higher level of sociability and open attitudes to

local culture; such employers might discriminate against less social immigrants or they
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might consider them as less productive workers compared to similar natives. In these

cases, the relative return to non-cognitive skills might differ for immigrants and natives,

generating different patterns of employment probability integration process.

To be able to combine non-cognitive skills into the standard integration framework,

a set of compelling assumptions is required. As in most studies, we assume that the

non-cognitive skills are time-invariant, at least they change very slowly over time,

and they are only partially influenced by major life events, e.g., divorce (e.g., Cobb-

Clark and Schurer, 2012, 2013; Elkin et al., 2017).4 We cannot also rule out the

potential non-random sorting of immigrants in and out of the host country by their

non-cognitive skills (e.g., Richter et al., 2014; Ayhan et al., 2020). To investigate the

role of these alternative explanations, we focus on first-generation immigrants who

arrived in the host country when they were young, before they could have made the

immigration decision on their own. We then focus on the role of no-random return of

immigrants by their non-cognitive skills. Additionally, immigrants might not be able

to productively transfer their non-cognitive skills upon entry into the market due to a

lack of knowledge about the local language, culture, and local labour market-specific

knowledge (e.g., Nejad and Schurer, 2019). Throughout the immigration process, with

the development of host country-specific human capital, immigrants’ non-cognitive

skills are expected to kick in and be productively used in their integration process. We

extensively investigate these potential explanations in our robustness analysis.

2.2 Predictions

Using the previous literature on personality psychology and the research in economics

exploiting the non-cognitive skills, we can make a priori predictions about the potential

effect of each skill type on the degree of employment probability integration. A higher

score of extroversion among immigrants is expected to be associated with a higher

frequency of social interactions, ambition, and desire to learn the local culture (Almlund

et al., 2011). These immigrants might learn about job possibilities through their social

interactions, which might correlate with a higher probability of employment (Barrick

et al., 2002; Borghans et al., 2008; Almlund et al., 2011; Landis and Gladstone, 2017).
4Indeed, is a large collection of studies showing that Big-5 personality characteristics are formed
before age 20 and stay relatively stable during the life-cycle (Roberts and DelVecchio, 2000; McGue
et al., 1993; McCrae and Costa, 1994; Cobb-Clark and Schurer, 2013; Boyce et al., 2013). These
characteristics are also minimally affected by major life events (Elkin et al., 2017).
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However, these immigrants might not be able to signal their level of extroversion until

they learn the local culture and language, for instance. Thus, we expect that the

positive effect of extroversion on the level of integration would gradually increase over

time. Overall, we hypothesise that the level of integration would be higher among

immigrants who score high on extroversion. Another type of skill that we expect to

have a positive effect on the level of employment probability integration is the emotional

stability. This skill type is obtained by reversing neuroticism, which is associated with

negative emotions, depression, and lower levels of life satisfaction. A higher score on

emotional stability is expected to be positively correlated with employment probability,

hours of work, productivity, and job search efficacy (Van der Zee et al., 1996, Caliendo

et al., 2014). Therefore, an immigrant who scores high on emotional stability is also

expected to obtain better employment integration outcomes.

Conscientiousness is directly related to work-related domains of life. It is found to be

strongly related to hard work, work ethics, self-discipline, competition, and a higher

degree of goal-oriented behaviour (e.g., Borghans et al., 2008; Almlund et al., 2011).

Thus, we predict that immigrants with higher conscientiousness integrate better. The

literature also suggests that people who score high on openness to experience might

experience a positive boost in their employability. This type of skill implies that indi-

viduals value arts, aesthetics, and give importance to intelligence and creativity (e.g.,

Almlund et al., 2011). Immigrants who score high on this measure might integrate

into the local culture faster, learn languages, and get better information about the

local labour market. Thus, immigrants scoring high on this skill type are expected to

find a job more quickly, communicate with coworkers better, and catch up faster with

the employment level of natives.

Finally, a high score on agreeableness is associated with cooperative behaviour, altru-

ism, and a lesser desire for conflict. Previous research suggests that these individuals

are more successful in the labour market (e.g., Caliendo et al. 2014). Yet, one critical

remark is that the labour market conditions that immigrants and natives face might be

different. In particular, immigrants might experience higher labour market competition

compared to similar natives. Even though immigrants who score high on agreeableness

are expected to be highly motivated for work, work longer hours with no complaint and

display less workplace deviation, they also tend to avoid conflict with others, which

can render immigrants unsuccessful in competition with natives (e.g., Salgado, 2002;
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Graziano and Tobin, 2002). Therefore, the direction of its effect on the employment

probability integration is a priori unknown.

3 Data

3.1 Sample Selection

Our individual dataset is the German Socio-Economic Panel dataset (SOEP), which

includes long panels of natives and immigrants observed between 1984 and 2013.5

The annual panel survey was first launched in 1984 in West Germany among 12,000

households, which have been followed since then. The sample has been extended over

the years, most notably by including about 2,000 East German households in 1990. The

dataset is rich in terms of socio-demographic and -economic characteristics of natives

and immigrants as well as regional economic information, e.g., local unemployment

rates. We obtain several individual characteristics to be used in the regression analysis

below. The full set of those characteristics is given in Table A.2; they include age,

year since migration, gender (female=1), marital status (four dummies as married,

single, divorced, and widowed), years of education, health status (five dummies as

very bad, bad, neither bad nor good, good, and very good), household size, number of

kids, capital income (income from rents, interest, and dividends), refugee status (=1),

remittances for the people back home, and dummies for whether spouse (=1) and kids

(=1) live in the home country.

The sample selection is the same for the immigrants and natives. We include all

individuals in SOEP aged between 18 and 65 to prevent age and retirement-related

confounders. All immigrant countries of origin are used in the analysis (see Table

A.3 for the list of top immigrant countries in the dataset). The analysis focuses on

first-generation immigrants. They are defined as the people born outside of Germany,

with or without German citizenship through naturalisation. Thus, the analysis ex-

cludes the generations of immigrants born in Germany. However, some first-generation

immigrants arrive in Germany at an early age. In our analysis below, we include all im-

migrants and report analysis for alternative groups of immigrants who have arrived in

Germany at different ages. Some of the key variables involve missing values, and thus

we exclude those immigrants and natives from the analysis. Having cleaned all miss-
5For further information about the data, see www.diw.de and https://paneldata.org/.
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ing values, the total number of observations for immigrants is 28,582 immigrant-year

observations, while the total number of native-year observations is 208,064 observed

between 1984 and 2013. One of the key issues of this study is whether there is a dif-

ferential non-random attrition of immigrants and natives in the dataset. The SOEP

is also shown to have low attrition (e.g., Spiess and Kroh, 2004), and importantly, the

effect of Big-5 personality types on panel attrition is found to be either non-significant

or comparably small in SOEP data (e.g., see Richter et al., 2014).

3.2 Measures

Outcome of Interest The integration outcome that we investigate is the employ-

ment status of immigrants. The measure captures the current employment activity as

a dummy variable. It takes a value of one when individuals report a positive number

of working hours (active people) for each wave of observation and otherwise zero. We

eliminate the self-employed because the labour market conditions and cognitive and

non-cognitive skills required to become self-employed substantially differ from those

working as paid employees (Caliendo et al., 2014). We also exclude individuals who

are out of the labour market and keep only those non-employed people who are ac-

tively seeking a job. The statistics about the employment status are given in Table

A.2. The mean share of active people among natives is 75.2% while it is 68.1% among

immigrants (the differences are highly statistically significant). While the average em-

ployment rate among the EU immigrants is highly similar to that of natives, the raw

lifetime employment rate differential (i.e., raw MLD) between non-EU immigrants

(mostly guest workers) and natives is more than −10 percentage points.

Non-Cognitive Skills: Five-Factor Model Our measure of non-cognitive skills

is based on the Big-5 personality traits (McCrae and Costa, 1997). The inventory of

Big-5 is presented in Table A.1, which includes 15 statements. This short version of the

inventory is reliable and sufficiently captures the dimensions of Big-5 personality do-

mains (McCrae and Costa, 1997; Backer et al., 2012). The responses to each statement

in the inventory are obtained for immigrants and natives using a seven-point ordinal

scale from 1 “it does not apply at all ” to 7 “it applies fully”. As mentioned above, the

Big-5 measures personality in five domains labelled as extroversion, emotional stability

(or neuroticism when reversed), conscientiousness, openness to experience, and agree-

ableness. To calculate the measures, each domain uses the scores of three statements,
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and thus the final scales are measured from 3 to 21. The statements used to determine

the measure of each personality domain are given in the note for Table A.1.

The SOEP dataset includes measures of Big-5 personality characteristics only for three

waves: 2005, 2009, and 2013. There are alternative ways to make use of these data.

Following the literature, we first assume that non-cognitive skills are stable after adoles-

cence. We define a time-invariant measure for each Big-5 personality type by averaging

three scores obtained during eight years from 2005 to 2013. When there are missing

values in any of these waves, we calculate the average measure using the remaining

non-missing waves. In our analysis below, we conduct a sensitivity check where we use

only waves 2005 and 2013 to investigate the sensitivity of our results. The descrip-

tive statistics of each measure split by immigrants and natives are given in Table A.2.

The basic statistics of each personality measure are highly similar among immigrants

and natives for conscientiousness and agreeableness. The mean values of extroversion,

emotional stability, and openness to experience are slightly lower among immigrants.

Yet, the differences are not statistically significant at the conventional significance lev-

els. Overall, there is a substantial congruence between the personality measures of

immigrants and natives except for some groups of immigrants.

Another critical issue is that the Big-5 personality characteristics of immigrants might

be a function of the year since migration, which is the key measure to investigate

integration. To obtain some descriptive evidence, we calculate the mean level of each

personality type as a function of the year since migration. Indeed, figures presented

in Figure A.1 suggest that the Big-5 personality characteristics are highly stable over

the duration of stay between 0 and 45 years. Another descriptive analysis that we

report compares the kernel density estimates of each personality characteristic among

immigrants and natives. These results are presented in Figure A.2, where we also

split the distribution of each personality type among immigrants who stay in the host

country for less than the median stay of 20 years (orange plots) and more than or equal

to the median (blue plots). The distributions are highly similar between immigrants

and natives (dotted black plots), and there are no substantial differences between the

distributions as a function of the year since migration.

Statistics Finally, we present basic statistics on the employment status among im-

migrants and natives with a low and high levels of each non-cognitive skill type. Figure

1 presents mean employment probability levels in each bar. Natives are shown with
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Figure 1. Descriptive Results: Personality Types and Raw Employment Probabilities

Note: Authors’ own calculations from the SOEP (1984-2013). Bars show the raw share of employment
of immigrants and natives across the types of Big-5 personality characteristics. The high and low level
of personality is defined using the median of each personality measure as the threshold. The solid red
line represents the mean employment probability level among the natives while the dashed black line
gives the mean employment probability among the immigrants. The confidence intervals are given on
the tip of each bar with the vertical lines.

blue bars, while immigrants are shown with green bars. The solid red horizontal line

shows the overall average employment rate of natives (0.752), while the dashed black

line is the average employment rate of immigrants (0.681). The light blue and light

green bars show the mean employment rate for the lower levels (less than the respective

median) of each non-cognitive skill type, and the dark blue and dark green bars show

the mean employment rate for the higher levels of each skill type. There are clear

patterns. Immigrants and natives who score high on extroversion, emotional stability,

conscientiousness, and openness to experience have higher employment rates compared

to immigrants and natives having lower levels of these characteristics. It is reversed

for agreeableness. A higher level of each skill type (except agreeableness) relates to

a higher employment rate among immigrants, which is also closer to an average na-

tive (red line). Comparing immigrants and natives with the same type and level of

each skill unveils additional patterns (compare dark blue and dark green bars). For

instance, immigrants who score high on extroversion, emotional stability, and openness

to experience achieve better employment status integration outcomes than those with

lower levels of these skills.
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4 Econometric Specifications

4.1 Modelling Employment Integration

The modelling strategy is based on the framework used by several papers in the im-

migration literature (e.g., Chiswick, 1978; Borjas, 1999). The approach estimates the

employment status on the cognitive skills, year since migration, age, arrival cohort

effects, the observation period effects, and other immigrant and native specific char-

acteristics. We modify this framework by allowing specifications for the non-cognitive

skills in interaction with cognitive skills, year since migration, and age. The generic

employment probability generating process for immigrants dMit is defined as

dMit = 1(X
′MβM + ϕM

1 AGE
M
it + ϕM

2 AGE
2,M
it + ψM

1 Y SMit + ψM
2 Y SM

2
it (1)

+θMCM +
5∑

p=1

πM
p NC

M
p +

5∑
p=1

γMp C
MNCM

p

+
5∑

p=1

NCM
p (ϕM

1,pAGE
M
it + ϕM

2,pAGE
2,M
it + ψM

1,pY SMit + ψM
2,pY SM

2
it)

+ACk +ΠM
t +Hc + ρMr + αM

i + εMit > 0),

and for natives

dNit = 1(X
′NβN + ϕN

1 AGE
N
it + ϕN

2 AGE
2,N
it (2)

θNCN +
5∑

p=1

πN
p NC

N
p +

5∑
p=1

γNp C
NNCN

p +
5∑

p=1

NCN
p (ϕN

1,pAGE
N
it + ϕN

2,pAGE
2,N
it )

+ΠN
t + ρNr + αN

i + εNit > 0).

In these model specifications, dMit and dNit are two dummy dependent variables indicat-

ing employment status of immigrants and natives observed at year t = 1984, ..., 2013

for each individual i. There are common and different characteristics in the employ-

ment generating functions of immigrants and natives. X is the matrix of observable

characteristics, commonly including gender, marital status, health status, non-labour

or capital income, household size, and the number of kids, among others (see Table

A.2 for the full set of control variables and descriptive statistics). βN and βM are two

vectors of parameters corresponding to these control variables.
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Two key characteristics to investigate the employment probability integration of immi-

grants are the age AGE and year since migration Y SM . The model specification for

immigrants includes the quadratic function of age, AGE2, and year since migration,

Y SM2. ϕM
1 , ϕM

2 , ψM
1 , ψM

2 , ϕN
1 , and ϕN

2 are the corresponding parameters to be esti-

mated. The model specifications include the cognitive skills of immigrants, CM , and

natives, CN , which are measured using formal years of education. θM and θN are the

corresponding parameters to be estimated. The specifications include five non-cognitive

skill types of immigrants, NCM
p , and natives, NCN

p , where p stands for extroversion,

emotional stability (or neuroticism when reversed), conscientiousness, openness to ex-

perience, and agreeableness. πM
p and πN

p are the corresponding vectors of parameters

for immigrants and natives. We then specify a rich and flexible functional form in-

volving the interaction between each non-cognitive skill type and cognitive skills, age,

age-squared, year since migration, and year since migration squared to be able to cap-

ture the life-cycle relationship between non-cognitive skills and relative employment

probability of immigrants.

4.2 Stochastic Specifications, Identification, and Estimators

Error Specifications The error specifications in equations (1) and (2) include a rich

set of unobserved components. Key components for our model of integration are the

arrival cohort effects, ACk, and the observation period effects, ΠM
t . While the arrival

cohort effect aims to capture economic and political conditions prevailing when immi-

grants arrive in the host country, the period effects capture the global shocks on the

overall economy of the host county during the year of observation. The macroeconomic

conditions during the year in which the immigrant arrives might affect future perfor-

mance. The conditions during the year in which immigrants are observed (e.g., due to

shocks in the labour market, changing sentiments and attitudes towards immigrants)

might also differentially affect natives and immigrants.

Age, year since migration, arrival cohort, and period effects are not identified in the

same specification due to their mechanical correlation. To deal with this identification

issue and allow measures for all in the same specification, we define grouped dummies

for the arrival cohort effects indicating five-year periods from 1965 to 2013. We con-

sider year dummies for each year from 1984 to 2013 as proxies for the period effects.

To deal with the period effects further, we also allow equations (1) and (2) for the local

13



market characteristics at the period of observation (Barth et al., 2004). The local mar-

ket regions are defined using 96 ROR (Raumordnungsregionen) classifications.6 These

characteristics include the local unemployment rate among people who are aged 15-65,

unemployment rates among foreigners, and the local GDP per capita. The data gen-

erating process of immigrants (1) is also conditioned on the country of origin dummies

Hc.7 To capture regional heterogeneity further, we use 16 Federal State dummies (Län-

der) ρMr . The term αM
i stands for the time-invariant individual effect, and finally, εMit

is the usual error term. The corresponding terms in the error specification of natives

(equation 2) are defined in the same way.

Estimators and Unobserved Heterogeneity It is crucial to allow for the time-

invariant unobserved individual characteristics αM
i and αN

i in our analysis as these

characteristics capture other trait-like individual characteristics (e.g., risk-taking be-

haviour, genetic predisposition). Ideally, the model specifications should exploit the

panel dimension with the fixed-effects in which the non-cognitive skills and the time-

invariant heterogeneity are assumed to be correlated. There are two crucial econometric

problems. The first is that the parameters of year since migration, age, and time-

dummies (i.e., measures for period effects) cannot be identified together within the

same fixed-effects specification. The second is that the specifications involve dummy

dependent variables, and the fixed-effects model specification with "brute-force" is bi-

ased in non-linear discrete choice models due to the so-called incidental parameters

problem. Instead, we use a random-effects estimator in which we allow for the within

means of time-variant variables to capture the correlation between observed and un-

observed characteristics, i.e., a correlated random-effects model (Chamberlain, 1984).

We also note that estimating random-effects discrete choice models is highly time-

consuming, especially when we calculate the adjusted predictions and their standard

errors for several points of age, year since migration, and non-cognitive skills. We use

the correlated random-effects linear probability model specification to make our ex-

tensive empirical analysis tractable. The time-variant variables used in the auxiliary

distribution of the correlated effects are the household size, number of kids, remit-

tances, non-labour income, health status, and years of education. We also estimate
6The local market dataset can be obtained from www.inkar.de. The bridge variables are supplied
by www.diw.de to link where individuals live. The dataset starts from 1998, and thus the analysis
excludes four waves when we use these characteristics in the regressions in our robustness analysis.

7There are several countries of origin in the data. However, some of them have a very low number of
observations. We define dummies for the top 23 countries of origin, and the rest is organised as a
dummy for ‘others’ (see Table A.3 for the descriptive statistics by the country of origin).
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a pooled probit model to check for the robustness of our results with respect to the

choice of model specifications and estimators.

Measuring Integration We formulate a consistent measure for the degree of inte-

gration to efficiently demonstrate how the level of integration varies by the levels of

non-cognitive skills. The main aim is to predict the employment probability differ-

ential of immigrants at a particular age, year since migration, and non-cognitive skill

level while holding all other variables at their mean levels for immigrants and natives.

Thus, the relative employment probability REP at a particular AGE, Y SM , NCM
p ,

and NCN
p is defined as

REP (AGE, Y SM,NCM
p , NC

N
p ) = E[dM |AGE, Y SM,NCM

p |XM
] (3)

−E[dN |AGE,NCN
p |XN

].

In equation (3), we summarise all characteristics in matrices XM and XN (includ-

ing cognitive skills and dummies in the error components). Throughout the paper,

we assume that immigrants and natives enter the labour market at age AGE = 20,

and therefore Y SM = 0, which generates the initial employment probability differen-

tial. Then, we increase AGE and Y SM by five-year intervals until AGE = 65 and

Y SM = 45. We calculate the REP through the life-cycle for alternative levels of each

non-cognitive skill of immigrants NCM
p and natives NCN

p . In our analysis, we keep

the non-cognitive skill levels of natives NCN
p either at the average level NCN

p or the

same level as the immigrants NCN
p = NCM

p . As we obtain a very large set of results in

each estimation, we present results with a series of graphics drawn over the life-cycle

of immigrants and natives. To summarise the overall effect of each non-cognitive skill

on the employment probability integration, we present the mean lifetime employment

probability differential (MLD) of immigrants. It is calculated by averaging the em-

ployment probability differential for each year since migration at five-year intervals (10

evaluation points) as

MLD(NCM
p , NC

N
p ) =

1

10

9∑
a=0

(E[dM |AGE = 20 + 5a, Y SM = 5a,NCM
p |XM

] (4)

−E[dN |AGE = 20 + 5a,NCN
p |XN

]).

We interpret this measure as an indicator of the relative success of immigrants through

their life-cycle in the host county. It is the average lifetime employment probability

15



differential of an immigrant and natives with a particular type and level of non-cognitive

skill. MLD is expected to be negative, and a lower negative value indicates a better

employment probability integration outcome. To measure the sampling variability, we

use the delta method to calculate the standard error of MLD(NCM
p , NC

N
p ) and use

them while drawing the 90% confidence intervals.

5 Results

We first investigate the benchmark level of immigrant integration and calculate the

overall MLD of an average immigrant. Second, we compare the employment proba-

bilities of immigrants with high and low levels of each non-cognitive skill to those of

i) an average native in all characteristics, including non-cognitive skills NCN

p and ii)

a native with the same non-cognitive skill type and level NCN
p = NCM

p while holding

all other characteristics at the mean levels. Third, we investigate the observed het-

erogeneity and robustness of our results. Finally, we focus on whether cognitive and

non-cognitive skills are substitutes or complements of each other.

5.1 Immigrants’ Integration in Germany

Benchmark Results As the first step, we conduct an analysis to determine the aver-

age employment integration levels of immigrants in Germany to generate a comparison

benchmark for the heterogeneity analysis below. The model specifications in equations

(1) and (2) are estimated with the correlated random-effects linear probability model.

The benchmark life-cycle employment probabilities of an average immigrant and na-

tive are presented in Figure 2. The figure presents the life-cycle predicted employment

probabilities (Panel A) of comparable immigrants and natives by increasing the years

of stay in the host country from 0 (i.e., both immigrants and natives are aged 20) to

45 (i.e., both immigrants and natives are aged 65) with five-year intervals of the year

since migration. Panel (B) gives the relative employment probabilities of immigrants,

i.e. employment probability differentials – measured in percentage points when mul-

tiplied by 100. Holding all other variables constant at their mean levels, the relative

employment probability of an average immigrant upon entry to the labour market is

REP (AGE = 20, Y SM = 0, NC
M

p , NC
N

p ) = −0.274. It means that an average im-

migrant enters the labour market with 27.4 percentage points employment probability

16



Figure 2. Benchmark Results: Employment Probability Integration of an Average Im-
migrant

Note: Authors’ own calculations from SOEP (1984-2013). The figures are obtained by predicting
the employment probabilities using the parameter estimates of the correlated random-effects linear
probability model for immigrants and natives. The predicted probabilities of natives are presented
with the dashed black curve, while immigrants’ predicted employment probabilities are presented with
the smooth orange curve (Panel A). The relative employment probabilities (Panel B) are calculated
using equation (3). The mean lifetime employment probability differential (i.e., MLD) is presented
in the right-bottom corner of Panel B. The 90% confidence intervals are represented as vertical lines.
We use the delta method to calculate the standard errors. The model specification allows for the full
set of observed characteristics for both immigrants and natives (see Table 1).

disadvantage. We then calculate the life-cycle relative employment probabilities (Panel

B) at different ages and year since migration combinations using equation (3).

Panels of Figure 2 suggest that there is a textbook-fashion integration process for an

average immigrant in Germany. To calculate the ‘upper bound’ of the total years to

complete integration, we present the 90% confidence intervals (vertical lines) drawn

using the standard errors calculated for each evaluation point. Immigrants improve

their host country-specific human capital and reduce the initial employment proba-

bility differential over time. The 90% confidence intervals of the relative employment

probabilities (Panel B, Figure 2) cross the 0 line (red line) about 25-30 years after ar-

rival. We interpret this result as follows: an average immigrant who enters the labour

market with about 27.4 percentage points employment probability disadvantage catches

up with the employment probability of a comparable average native about 25-30 years

after arrival (this is 5-10 years shorter when we use 99% confidence intervals). Af-

ter that, the life-cycle employment probability profiles (Panel A) become parallel and

statistically identical. The integration measure, MLD, presented at the right-bottom

corner of Panel B, suggests that the mean lifetime employment probability differential

is about −9.6 percentage points between comparable immigrants and natives. Cal-

culating the relative employment probabilities for each year after arrival is a highly
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time-consuming task. Nevertheless, to check the sensitivity of the benchmark degree

of integration, we have also calculated the measures for 46 evaluation points each year

after arrival. The result hardly differs. Another initial check is also conducted with re-

spect to estimators. The pooled probit model estimates generate highly similar results

(see also Figure B.1) with about MLD = −9.3 percentage points.

5.2 Non-Cognitive Skills and Employment Integration

Comparing Immigrants with an Average Native We begin to investigate the

returns of non-cognitive skills on the employment probabilities of immigrants in com-

parison to those of natives. That is, we investigate the heterogeneity of the benchmark

MLD by the non-cognitive skills of immigrants and natives. In our first scenario,

we compare an immigrant with a low and high level of each non-cognitive skill type

with a native having an average level of these skills (REP (AGE, Y SM,NCM
p , NC

N

p )).

To this end, we first estimate the specifications in equations (1) and (2) with the

correlated random-effects linear probability model and then predict the life-cycle em-

ployment probabilities of immigrants with the low and high values of each skill type,

while holding all other characteristics for both immigrants and natives at their mean

levels. To define the low and high levels, we use the 1st and 4th quartile values of each

non-cognitive skill type.

The life-cycle relative employment probability profiles obtained from the first scenario

are given in Figure 3 for each type of non-cognitive skill (the life-cycle employment prob-

abilities of immigrants and natives are presented in Figure B.2). The MLD among im-

migrants with the low (1st quartile) and high levels (4th quartile) of each non-cognitive

skill are presented at the right bottom corner of each panel. First of all, there are

alternative integration patterns generated by each non-cognitive skill type. Second,

there is substantial heterogeneity in the MLD generated by the low and high levels of

each skill type. For instance, immigrants with a higher (dark blue curve with trian-

gles) and a lower (orange curve with diamonds) level of extroversion (the first graph

in Figure 3 and Figure B.2) enter into the host country labour market with almost the

same employment probability disadvantage. Yet, immigrants scoring high on extrover-

sion (highly communicative and social immigrants) experience a faster increase in their

marginal rates of integration, and these immigrants are able to fully catch up with the

employment probability parity of an average native in 20-25 years after arrival (shorter
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Figure 3. Comparing Immigrants with an Average Native

Note: Authors’ own calculations from the SOEP (1984-2013). The model specifications estimated
are given in equations (1) and (2). They are estimated with the correlated random-effects linear
probability model. The figures give only the relative employment probabilities calculated for five-year
intervals of after arrival. The red horizontal line passes from zero. The dark blue curve (with triangles)
presents the relative employment probability profile for immigrants scoring high on each personality
type, while the orange curves (with diamonds) give the same for the low levels of each personality
type. The MLD for high and low levels of each personality type are given in the right bottom corner
of each figure. We use the delta method to calculate the standard errors. The 90% confidence intervals
are represented as vertical lines.
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than 5-10 years compared to benchmark results, Figure 2). Immigrants who score

low on extroversion (orange curves) obtain large employment probability differentials

throughout their immigration experience. These immigrants’ integration is weak and

very slow, and they are not able to attain full integration in their lifetime. The MLD

also suggests that immigrants who score high on extroversion achieve a better integra-

tion (−5.9 percentage points) compared to immigrants who score low on extroversion

(−11.9 percentage points).

We observe a similar pattern for all other non-cognitive skill types except for agreeable-

ness. A higher level of each skill type relates to a higher speed of integration during

the first years after arrival, positive marginal integration rates for longer periods, and

finally, a better overall integration outcome over the life-cycle. The largest return of

non-cognitive skills is obtained by immigrants who score high on emotional stability

(MLD = −3.7 vs. −15.0 percentage points) and conscientiousness (MLD = −5.3 vs.

−16.5 percentage points). Finally, we find that the immigrants who score high on agree-

ableness experience a relatively higher mean lifetime differential (MLD = −13.0 per-

centage points) compared to immigrants who score low on agreeableness (MLD = −8.5

percentage points). This result is consistent with our predictions that agreeable im-

migrants (evading conflicts and seeking cooperation) might not be successful if they

face a high labour market competition with natives. One final remark is that the effect

of non-cognitive skills appears to be stronger after 15-20 years of arrival. This result

is also consistent with our predictions that immigrants might be able to productively

use their non-cognitive skills only after developing a particular level of host country-

specific skills. Overall, the non-cognitive skills of immigrants are productive in their

integration process when we compare their performance with that of an average native.

Comparing Immigrants and Natives with the Same Skill Type and Levels

In our second scenario, we investigate the immigrants’ integration compared to natives

with the same level of each non-cognitive skill type (REP (AGE, Y SM,NCM
p , NC

N
p =

NCM
p )). This comparison assumes that immigrants and natives sort in the labour

market by their non-cognitive skill types and levels to compete for jobs (e.g., a highly

conscientious immigrant versus a highly conscientious native). Note also that if the

returns of non-cognitive skills for the immigrants and natives are the same, then we

obtain no differences in the level of integration for the low and high levels of each

skill type. As in the previous case, we calculate the life-cycle relative employment
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Figure 4. Comparing Immigrants and Natives with the Same Non-Cognitive Skill Types
and Levels

Note: Authors’ own calculations from the SOEP (1984-2013). The model specifications estimated are
given in equations (1) and (2). The specifications are estimated with the correlated random-effects
linear probability model. The figures present the relative employment probabilities calculated for every
five years since arrival (see Figure B.3 for the life-cycle employment probability profiles of immigrants
and natives). The red horizontal line passes from zero. The dark blue curve (with triangles) gives
the relative employment probability profile of immigrants scoring high levels on each non-cognitive
skill type, while the orange curves (with diamonds) give the same for the low levels. The MLD for
high and low levels are given in the right bottom corner of each figure. We use the delta method to
calculate the standard errors. The 90% confidence intervals are represented as vertical lines.
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probabilities by comparing immigrants and natives with the low and high levels of

each skill type for 45 years after immigration.

The results are presented in the panels of Figure 4 (the life-cycle employment prob-

abilities of immigrants and natives are presented in Figure B.3). Even though the

differences are smaller, we find that there are differential returns of non-cognitive skills

on immigrants’ employment integration when compared to natives with the same level

of each skill type. Similar to the previous scenario, immigrants who score high on

extroversion are also able to fully integrate into the employment level of an average

native who also scores high on extroversion. This process takes about 15-20 years. Yet,

immigrants who score low on extroversion experience very high employment probabil-

ity differentials, and they are not able to fully integrate. The mean lifetime differential

of immigrants with a high level of extroversion is about MLD = −5.9 while it is

about MLD = −10.9 percentage points for the immigrants who score low on extro-

version. Even though we observe similar patterns to the ones reported in Figure 3,

comparing immigrants and natives with the same level of non-cognitive skills generates

a lower level of relative returns. While we find no relative return of emotional stability

and agreeableness, immigrants who score high on extraversion, conscientiousness, and

openness to experience obtain 3–5 percentage points lower mean lifetime employment

probability differential.

5.3 Observed Heterogeneity

A set of heterogeneity analyses is conducted and presented in Table 1. To save space

and summarise a large collection of results, we only present the MLD and the standard

errors to assess the statistical significance. First two rows reproduce the MLD for the

case where we compare the immigrants with low and high non-cognitive skills with

that of an average native (Row I, A) and a native with the same type and level of

non-cognitive skills (Row I, B). To calculate the observed heterogeneity in MLD, we

estimate the integration outcomes for several groups of immigrants. There are two

sets of results for each heterogeneity analysis split as (A) and (B). The results in (A)

present the effect of immigrants’ non-cognitive skills compared to an average native,

while the results in (B) give the effects by comparing the immigrants and natives with

the same type and level of each non-cognitive skill as in Figure 3 and 4.
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Is There a Gender Difference? The results split for male and female immigrants

are given in Rows II and III of Table 1. One important result is that the benchmark

MLD of male immigrants is small in magnitude (−5 percentage points) and statistically

insignificant in the whole sample. The key non-cognitive skill for the degree of inte-

gration for male immigrants is conscientiousness, followed by emotional stability. Row

II(A) suggests that male immigrants who score low on conscientiousness experience a

statistically significant MLD which is about −12.8 percentage points, while the MLD

of male immigrants who score high on conscientiousness is as low as −1.1 percentage

points. Males with lower emotional stability also have a relatively large MLD = −7.8

percentage points, but the differential is reduced to MLD = −2.6 percentage points

among males with higher emotional stability. Comparing male immigrants with natives

having the same non-cognitive skills (Row II(B)) suggests that the differential returns

of non-cognitive skills for male immigrants are relatively small. The result implies

that the labour market equally values the non-cognitive skills of male immigrants and

natives.

The results for female immigrants given in Rows III(A) and (B) of Table 1 tell a com-

pletely different story. First of all, the benchmark results (Figure 2, 3, and 4) for

the degree of integration are driven by employment outcomes of female immigrants.

The MLD for the whole female immigrant group is −12.6 percentage points, which

is statistically significant at the conventional levels. Second, compared to an average

female native, all non-cognitive skill types have a large effect on the overall degree of

integration (Row III(A), Table 1). Third, except for agreeableness, female immigrants

who score high on each non-cognitive skill type experience a lower MLD. For instance,

female immigrants with a low conscientiousness experience −21.0 percentage points

mean lifetime differential compared to an average female native, while female immi-

grants with a high level of conscientiousness experience only a −7.0 percentage points

differential. Finally, Row III(B) compares female immigrants with the female natives

having the same level of each non-cognitive skill. There are still sizeable heterogeneity

in MLD for extroversion (low −15.1 vs. high −7.5 percentage points), conscientious-

ness (low −16.2 vs. high −11.4 percentage points), and openness to experience (low

−18.1 vs. high −10.0 percentage points).

The Country of Origin Another heterogeneity analysis is conducted among immi-

grants from the EU (Row IV, Table 1) and the non-EU countries (Row V, Table 1).

First of all, we find that the MLD of the EU immigrants is lower (−5.9 percentage
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points) than that of non-EU immigrants (−14.2 percentage points), and it is statisti-

cally significant only among the latter group. Compared to an average native (Row

IV(A) and V(A)), non-cognitive skills are productive on the levels of integration among

both immigrant groups. The EU immigrants who score low on emotional stability and

conscientiousness are penalised, and they experience a significantly higher MLD (Row

IV(A)). Yet, all non-cognitive skills are essential for the integration level of non-EU

immigrants compared to an average native (Row V(A)). Scoring low on any type of

non-cognitive skill leads to about 5-15 percentage points higher MLD among these

immigrants. Compared to natives with the same level of non-cognitive skills, there

is no differential return among the EU immigrants (Row IV(B)), while extroversion

and openness to experience are very important for the level of employment probability

integration for the non-EU immigrants (Row V(B)).

To further investigate the heterogeneity with respect to the country of origin, we also

focus on immigrants from the guest worker countries (Row VI, Table 1). These immi-

grants arrived in Germany during the 1970s and constituted a significant share of the

immigrant stock.8 We obtain the largest differentials among this group of immigrants.

Their overall mean lifetime differential is about MLD = −17.4 percentage points. Ex-

cept for openness to experience, immigrants who score low on any type of non-cognitive

skill obtain about MLD = −20 percentage points differential (Row VI(A)), which is

up to two times larger compared to guest workers who score high on these skills. This

result is reversed for agreeableness. Compared to natives with the same type and level

of non-cognitive skills (Row VI(A)), the relative returns of non-cognitive skills among

these immigrants are also sizeable for all types of non-cognitive skills, with about 5-10

percentage points lower differentials.

5.4 Robustness

Self-Selection Do immigrants self-select into the labour market of the host country

with their non-cognitive skills? Previous research suggests that intrinsic characteristics,

including risk-taking, openness to experience, and extroversion, might relate to immi-

gration decisions (Remhof et al., 2014). In our case, because we observe immigrants

ex-post, we are not able to capture the effect of self-selection on our results. Nev-

ertheless, we check the robustness with respect to self-selection by the non-cognitive
8These countries are mainly Turkey, Greece, Italy, Spain, Portugal, Morocco and former Yugoslavian
countries (see Table A.3 for the descriptive statistics).
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skills by using the "arrival age" of immigrants. The conjecture is that the likelihood

of self-selection by non-cognitive skills is lower among those who arrive younger. This

idea is supported by personality psychology suggesting that personality characteristics

are formed during adolescence (age 10-19) and stay relatively stable later (e.g., Becker

et al., 2012; Elkins et al., 2017). Thus, we conduct our analysis among immigrants

who arrived in the host country at 19 years old and younger versus those older than

19 to investigate the potential self-selection. The results are presented in Rows II and

III of Table 2. As in the previous table, we present the comparisons with an average

native (A) and with the native having the same level of each non-cognitive skill type

(B). Rows II(A) and III(A) suggest that there are no sizeable differences between im-

migrants who arrived younger or older. A similar result is also obtained when we make

the comparison between immigrants and natives with the same non-cognitive skill type

and level (Rows II(B) and III(B), Table 2). Among unreported results, we estimate

models using immigrants who arrived at 13 or younger and those older than 13. The

sample size among immigrants who arrived at 13 and younger is relatively small (6,431

immigrants-year observations). Nevertheless, we find a similar effect of non-cognitive

skills on the integration outcomes of immigrants.

Non-Random Returns When immigrants with a particular non-cognitive skill type

return to their home country, the rest of the sample might lead to selectivity bias. Al-

though the actual number of returns from Germany is small and panel attrition is also

found to be weakly related to the non-cognitive skills (e.g., Richter et al., 2014), it is

worth checking whether there is a substantial effect of such sample selectivity. Our

strategy is as follows. We first identify the individuals exiting the sample with their

reason for moving abroad. We then delete the existing information about these immi-

grants in the earlier waves of the panel based on their return status. Simple statistics

suggest that 11.6% of the immigrants in the sample moved abroad, constituting 3,321

immigrant-year observations to be deleted from the sample. Excluding returned indi-

viduals from the estimation sample generates MLD = −8.7 percentage points overall

differential (Row IV, Table 2), which is about one percentage point less than that of

the baseline (Row I, Table 2). There is no particularly prominent effect of non-random

returns on the relative sizes of the MLD found for the low and high levels of each non-

cognitive skill type. Thus, the main results hardly differ for any type of non-cognitive

skill.
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Stability of Personality The literature argues that Big-5 personality characteristics

are relatively stable over time and are not strongly affected by life circumstances (e.g.,

McCrae and Costa, 1990; Boyce et al., 2013; Elkin et al., 2017). Throughout this study,

we also assume that these characteristics are stable among immigrants and natives. As

we have reported in Figure A.1 and Figure A.2, there are also no significant changes in

the mean levels and in the distributions of each skill type among immigrants who stayed

shorter (less than 20 years) and longer (20 and more) in the host country. Nevertheless,

to investigate this point further, we use Big-5 personality information obtained during

different points in the life of immigrants and natives. The dataset includes information

on the non-cognitive skills in waves 2005, 2009, and 2013. We now estimate our model

specification using waves 2005 and 2013 as two distinct non-cognitive skill information

obtained eight years apart for the same individual. At least for a period, we can show

whether the results are stable with respect to non-cognitive skill measures obtained

for different years since migration/age of immigrants and natives. Rows V and VI of

Table 2 suggest that the results are highly consistent with those of the baseline.

Estimators and Model Specifications To check the robustness with respect to

estimators, we estimate a pooled probit model. The model specifications control for all

variables used in equations (1) and (2), including within means of time-variant vari-

ables. The relative employment probabilities in comparison to average natives obtained

from the pooled probit model specification are given in Figure B.4. Even though the

estimated profiles look somewhat different, the patterns support the previous results

that immigrants with a higher level of each non-cognitive skill type are more successful

in the labour market, while immigrants with a lower level of each skill type are not

able to integrate fully (except for agreeableness; the result is reversed in that case).

Similar to the baseline, MLD of immigrants with a high level of non-cognitive skill is

5–15 percentage points lower. Among the unreported results, we also compare immi-

grants and natives with the same level of each non-cognitive skill type as in Table 4.

There are differential returns to extroversion and openness to experience in the integra-

tion process, generating a 3–5 percentage point lower lifetime employment probability

differential.

Finally, we conduct a specification check by allowing heterogeneity in the local labour

markets with respect to local overall unemployment rates among people aged 15–65,

unemployment rates among immigrants, and the local GDP per capita. The idea is

that the local labour markets might differentially affect the immigrants and natives at
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the year of observation. Thus, these characteristics could be another set of unobserved

confounding factors correlating with the integration of immigrants. The data are ob-

tained for 96 ROR regions between 1998 and 2013. The resulting sample size is 22,462

for immigrants and 170,074 for natives. The results presented in Row VI of Table 2

suggest that controlling for local market characteristics in the model specifications does

not significantly relate to the main findings.

5.5 Cognitive vs. Non-Cognitive Skills: Are They Substitutes

or Complements?

Finally, we focus on how non-cognitive skills relate to the employment probability

integration among immigrants with a lower and higher level of cognitive skills, i.e.,

the formal level of education. We split our sample by the International Standard

Classification of Education (ISCED hereafter) score of immigrants and natives. There

are six skill classifications in ISCED given as follows: 1) no or inadequate schooling/in

school ; 2) general elementary ; 3) middle vocational ; 4) vocational plus abitur ; 5) higher

vocational ; 6) higher education. We group the first three categories as the low-cognitive

skill, i.e., low level of education, and the rest as the high-cognitive skill, i.e., high level

of education (the percentage of high-cognitive skill is 20.2% among immigrants and

30.4% among natives). Then, we analyse the low and high levels of each non-cognitive

skill type by splitting the sample into low- and high-cognitive skilled immigrants and

natives. As there is a large collection of results, we summarise our findings in Figure

5 and Figure 6. First, in Figure 5, we compare immigrants with low and high non-

cognitive skills with an average native by splitting the data for low (left panels) and

high-cognitive (right panels) skills. Second, in Figure 6, we compare immigrants and

natives with the same non-cognitive skill type and levels split by low-cognitive (left

panels) and high-cognitive (right panels) skills. The dark blue curves (with triangles)

represent the life-cycle relative employment probability differentials for the high level of

each non-cognitive skill, while orange curves (with diamonds) represent the differentials

for the low levels.

The results reported in Figure 5 unveil important integration patterns. First of all,

the overall effect of non-cognitive skills on employment integration (see Figure 3) is

driven by the low-cognitive skilled immigrants (the left panels of Figure 5). The low-

cognitive skilled immigrants who score high on extroversion, emotional stability, and
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Figure 5. Cognitive vs. Non-Cognitive Skills: Comparing with the Average Native

Note: Authors’ own calculations from the SOEP (1984-2013). See the note under Figures 3 and 4.
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Figure 6. Cognitive vs. Non-Cognitive Skills: Comparing with the Same Level Native

Note: Authors’ own calculations from the SOEP (1984-2013). See the note under Figures 3 and 4.
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conscientiousness integrate faster and obtain better integration outcomes. They also

experience a lower MLD (right bottom corner of each figure) than the low-cognitive

skilled immigrants who score low on extroversion. While there is no effect of openness

to experience, a lower level of agreeableness among the low-cognitive skilled immigrants

implies a better integration outcome. However, the effects of non-cognitive skills are

weaker among the high-cognitive skilled immigrants and natives (the right panels of

Figure 5). Even though there are some differences in MLD, confidence intervals of the

relative employment probabilities intersect at each point of comparison.

Figure 6 also shows that the results are driven by the low-cognitive skilled (left panels)

immigrants (see Figure 4). Comparing immigrants and natives with the same non-

cognitive and cognitive levels suggests that a higher level of non-cognitive skills leads

to a lower mean lifetime differential among the lower educated immigrants (up to 3–5

percentage points lower MLD). In particular, we find that extroversion and, to some

extent, openness to experience are the key non-cognitive skills among the low-cognitive

skilled immigrants for their employment probability integration. For instance, the

low-cognitive skilled immigrants who score high on extroversion can catch up with

the employment parity of low-cognitive skilled natives who score high on extroversion.

Overall, we interpret these results as follows: the non-cognitive skills are substitutes for

cognitive skills (formal education) in the integration process, as they mostly operate

among immigrants with lower cognitive skills. There is no effect of non-cognitive skills

on the integration levels of the high-cognitive skilled immigrants.

6 Conclusion

Integrating the existing stock of immigrants into the labour market and selecting new

immigrants who are matched well to the host country’s labour market in their observ-

able and unobservable characteristics is very important for Western countries because

poor economic success may lead to severe social cohesion and political problems. To

this end, to the best of our knowledge, this paper is among the first to explore whether

and how non-cognitive skills help first-generation immigrants in their integration pro-

cess and how cognitive and non-cognitive skills interact as a determinant of immigrants’

labour market success in the host country. The analysis uses high-quality panel data

collected in Germany, one of the developed countries with a large stock of immigrants.

Measured with Big-5 personality characteristics, the non-cognitive skills of immigrants
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are found to be highly important in their employment probability integration process

in the host-country labour market.

A detailed summary of the results is as follows. There is a steady but slow integra-

tion process in Germany on average. The total number of years to full integration in

Germany is about 25–30 years (this result can be considered as the ‘upper bound’,

and it is 5–10 years shorter when we calculate 95-99% confidence intervals). Immi-

grants experience about a −9.6 percentage points employment probability disadvantage

through their lifetime, on average. Immigrants who score high on extroversion, emo-

tional stability, conscientiousness, and openness to experience are able to fully reach the

employment probability level of an average native. Their mean lifetime employment

probability differential is lower up to 5–15 percentage points. However, the immigrants

who score high on agreeableness experience either no effect or a slightly higher mean

lifetime differential. Comparing immigrants and natives with the same type and level

of non-cognitive skills unveils that the returns to extroversion and, to some extent,

openness to experience are higher among immigrants. On average, immigrants who

score high on these non-cognitive skills integrate better and experience 3–5 percent-

age points lower lifetime employment probability differentials. The non-cognitive skills

significantly operate only among immigrants with low-cognitive skill levels, i.e., lower

educated. A lower level of non-cognitive skills (particularly extroversion, i.e., highly

sociable, talkative, assertive, and enthusiastic individuals) leads to poor labour market

performance, while there is no particular impact of non-cognitive skills on the integra-

tion process of the high-cognitive skilled. The non-cognitive skills are ‘substitutes’ for

cognitive skills operating in the integration process of the low-cognitive skilled immi-

grants.

This paper suggests the first evidence on how the non-cognitive skills of immigrants

relate to their labour market success in the host country. The results have important

methodological and policy implications. First of all, the results suggest that the stan-

dard economic integration model, which is mainly based on cognitive skills, should be

enhanced to cover non-cognitive dimensions of immigrants’ skills. Second, immigrants

might be discouraged from operationalising their non-cognitive skills due to negative

sentiments or discrimination in the labour market. Thus, integration policies should

focus on specific personality types which are more vulnerable to these labour market

constraints. Third, our results suggest that non-cognitive skills have a more prominent

effect on the integration outcomes of female immigrants, those from the non-EU coun-
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tries, and immigrants with a low level of education and training. Policies should look

beyond formal education and target operationalising the non-cognitive skills of these

groups of immigrants for better integration outcomes. One limitation of this paper

is that it focuses only on the employment integration outcomes of immigrants. Yet,

future research should focus on how other dimensions of immigrants’ integration, e.g.,

wages, health and subjective well-being of immigrants, relate to non-cognitive skills,

which can easily be implemented using the same methodology offered in this paper.
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Appendices

A Big-5 Personality Inventory and Further Statistics

Table A.1. Big-5 Personality Inventory

The respondents are asked to reply to each statement with a number between 1 and 7, where 1 “it
does not apply at all ” and 7 “it applies fully”.”
The Big-5 measures are calculated as follows:
Extroversion: Q2 + Q8 + Reversed(Q12)
Emotional stability: Reversed(Q5) + Reversed(Q10) + Q15
Conscientiousness: Q1 + Reversed(Q7) + Q11
Openness to experience: Q4 + Q9 + Q14
Agreeableness: Q3 + Q6 + Reversed(Q13)
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Table A.2. Descriptive Statistics

Note: Authors’ own calculations from the SOEP (1984-2013).
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Table A.3. Descriptive Statistics by Country of Origin

Note: Authors’ own calculations from the SOEP (1984-2013).
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Figure A.1. Behavior of Personality Characteristics over Years Since Migration

Note: Authors’ own calculations from the SOEP for waves 2005 (circle), 2009 (triangle), and 2013
(diamond). The vertical axes give the mean level of each personality characteristic for each year since
migration.
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Figure A.2. Distributions of Personality Characteristics by Immigrants and Natives

Note: Authors’ own calculations from the SOEP for waves 2005, 2009, and 2013. The figures show the
kernel density estimates. Orange curves show the distributions among immigrants who have been in
Germany for less than the median (20 years) and blue curves show the distribution among immigrants
who have been in Germany longer than or equal to the median. The dotted black plots are the kernel
density estimates for the natives.
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B Additional Results

Figure B.1. Sensitivity Checks of Benchmark Results: Pooled Probit Model

Note: Authors’ own calculations from SOEP (1984-2013). The figures are obtained by predicting the
expected probability of employment using the parameter estimates of the pooled probit model for both
immigrants and natives. The model specification allows for the full set of observed characteristics for
both immigrants and natives (see Table 1). See the note under Figure 2 for further information.
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Figure B.2. Comparing Immigrants and Average Natives: Life-Cycle Profiles

Note: Authors’ own calculations from the SOEP (1984-2013). The predicted employment probabilities
of natives are given in the dashed black curve while immigrants’ predicted employment probabilities
are given for the low levels (orange curves with diamonds) and high levels (dark blue curves with
triangles). The models are estimated with the correlated random-effects linear probability models
(equations (1) and (2)) with the full set of characteristics. We use the delta method to calculate the
standard errors. The 90% confidence intervals are represented as vertical lines.
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Figure B.3. Comparing Immigrants and Natives with the Same Non-Cognitive Skill
Types and Levels: Life-Cycle Profiles

Note: Authors’ own calculations from the SOEP (1984-2013). The predicted employment probabilities
of natives are given in the dashed black curve while immigrants’ predicted employment probabilities
are given for the low levels (orange curves with diamonds) and high levels (dark blue curves with
triangles). The models are estimated with the correlated random-effects linear probability models
(equations (1) and (2)) with the full set of characteristics. We use the delta method to calculate the
standard errors. The 90% confidence intervals are represented as vertical lines.
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Figure B.4. Alternative Estimators (Pooled Probit Model): Comparing Immigrants
and Average Natives

Note: Authors’ own calculations from the SOEP(1984-2013). The model are estimated using pooled
probit specification. The predicted employment probabilities of natives are given in the dashed black
curve while immigrants’ predicted employment probabilities are given in the smooth orange curve. We
use the delta method to calculate the standard errors. The 90% confidence intervals are represented
as vertical lines.
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